
iS2 Product Testimonials 

It’s hard to have a life when you are in constant pain 
 

I was diagnosed with fibromyalgia in 2000, have suffered 
from back pain most of my adult life, have osteoarthritis 
in my knees and have had one knee replaced. 
 

All of this has prevented me from doing many things in my life 
including getting on the floor and playing with my grandkids. 
 

After just a couple of months taking iS2 all of that has 
changed.  This product is a God Send! 
 

Phyllis Wilson 

Former NHL Player Feeling Great 
 
I played hockey at the University of Michigan and in the NHL and now I run a 
hockey academy in Ann Arbor.  In the last few years my body has been 
reminding me about the beating I put it through over the years, 
particularly my back. 
 
Although I have been able to keep the pain in check for the most part over the 
years with the help of a chiropractor it has been very difficult to get out of 
bed and get moving on most mornings. 
 
Within a couple of days of taking iS2 I noticed that I got through the 
day without the energy drop in the middle of the day.  And within a 
week the back pain was substantially reduced. 
 
I have been taking iS2 for about a month now and I am absolutely 
amazed at the reduction in my back pain and the sustained energy 
level I experience every day. 
 
Dave Debol  

World Renown Nutritional Expert is Amazed 
 

I have more than 40 years of experience as a nutritional based health professional and 
am familiar with nutritional remedies from all over the world. 
 

Lot’s of people have attempted to put together supplements that address the overwhelming need 
for a real solution to chronic inflammation.  But NOBODY has put together anything like this 
before! 
 

Even though I eat clean and work out regularly I received extraordinary benefits from iS2 
within a matter of days.  My recovery time after workouts has increased dramatically 
and a nagging foot problem has just disappeared. 
 

I highly recommend everyone try iS2…  You are going to love the results. 
 

Dr. Ed Wagner 
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Former Tennis Pro Finds Relief 
 

I played a lot of sports when I was younger and I ran a tennis academy for 
many years.  I have always tried to stay active and one of my favorite things to 
do was to lift weights.  Not heavy lifting by any means but enough to keep my 
strength and endurance up. 
 

About 10 years ago I started experiencing pain in my left shoulder, 
which I just assumed was probably some sort of rotator cuff injury.  
Since I was beyond my competitive tennis days I didn’t want to get any kind of 
surgery for it and have just lived with the pain. 
 

Some days have been better than others over the years in terms of the pain, but 
the big thing for me was that it prevented me from participating in one of 
the activities that I used to love, lifting any weights that involved my 
shoulder. 
 

About three weeks into taking just one oz. per day of iS2 I noticed that 
the pain I have had in my shoulder all those years was dramatically 
reduced.  So much so that I decided I would try some light lifting. 
 

3 months later, I am doing weight lifting exercises that I never 
thought I would be able to do again and I’m pain free in that shoulder. 
 
Jay Sargeant  

Paying the Price? 
 

I have suffered numerous sports related injuries over my lifetime.  In the last few years the pain I 
have experienced in my back, knees, groin, elbows and wrist has reminded me of all that damage. 
 

I still play hockey on Sunday nights in a 50 and over league and most Monday mornings I would be 
in quite a bit of pain, which was particularly bad on mornings after I played two games. 
 

Three weeks after starting iS2 we had a 3 on 3 tournament on a Sunday night and 
ended up playing the equivalent of 4 hockey games.  Much to my surprise I was able to 
walk down the stairs without leaning on the hand rail! 
 

4 months later… 
  
•  I no longer have a trick knee when walking up and down the stairs… 
•  I don’t remember a time when my back felt as good… 
•  The pain from a minor Tommy John injury I suffered 2 ½ years ago has reduced by 
about 90%... 
•  The groin muscle I tore over 12 years ago, which never really healed, no longer 
bothers me at all… 
•  I have dramatically increased my endurance and stamina while playing hockey… 
•  And I don’t experience the same drop in energy levels in the middle of my day any 
more… 
 

I literally feel 20 years younger!  
 

Drew McCaughey 
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From Skeptic to Believer Within a Week! 
 

My boyfriend Jeff was in martial arts for 23 years and played semi-pro 
football.  As a result he has broken every finger in both hands, his clavicle 
twice, his wrist once and had to have his ACL and Meniscus replaced.  He also 
was in a bad motorcycle accident in 1987 and ever since that he has woke up 
every day with pain in his left shoulder. 
 

Within a WEEK of taking one oz. of iS2 daily he notice substantial 
relief of the shoulder pain and just over 2 months later that shoulder 
pain has been reduced by about 85%... and virtually all the nagging 
aches and pains from the other injuries are gone! 
 

He was reluctant to start because as he said, “I’ve had the pain from many of 
these injuries for over 30 years and nothing is going to make that go away.”   
 

Now… he will never stop taking it! 
 

Jennifer Houle 

Skeptical Pharmaceutical Rep is a Believer Now 
 

I spent 18 years as a pharmaceutical rep and was as skeptical as it comes when I first 
learned about iS2.  I am 48 and have 15 years of martial arts and a lifetime of physical activity.  I’ve 
had a hip surgery, three broken arms, a torn Achilles, torn calf muscle, you name it. 
 

I started noticing around the age of 45 that all those injuries were starting to catch up to me and in 
some ways I couldn’t believe it and was physically frustrated for the first time in my life.  When 
Drew introduced me to iS2, even though I was really skeptical, I was willing to give it a try. 
 

Within 5 days of taking just 1 oz. a day the improvements I felt in terms of reduction in 
pain from those nagging injuries and the increase in my energy level was nothing short of 
remarkable.  On day 10 I was on my way to practice, I coach one of my girls basketball teams, and I 
had to call Drew and just share with him how absolutely giddy I felt about. The positive changes both 
physically and mentally 
 

I haven’t had this much energy and enthusiasm since before kids.  Physically I feel 20 years younger 
and now I’m on a mission to share this with everyone I can possibly reach. 
 

Kevin Donnelly 
I Can’t Believe I’m Running Again 

 

I was a competitive cross country runner through college.  In my 30’s the pain was bad 
enough that I had to stop running and over the years gained a lot of weight. 
 

Even though I lost 80 lbs. back in 2011 and was able to walk on a treadmill and ride a bike I still did 
not want to run because of the pain. 
 

After more than 20 years of not wanting to run because of the pain in my knees… 
 

Two weeks of taking iS2 I was able to run again pain free.  
 

If it wasn’t happening to me I almost wouldn’t believe it. 
 

Bob Burton 


